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Lottery orders
military draft
If you were born on July 9,1961, the
chances of your being drafted Into this
nation's armed forces are extremely
good. If, however, you were born just two
days earlier, on July 7, 1951, draft-wise
you're in the ideal spot.
As a result of the second lottery, held
yesterday in the Draft Headquarters in
Washington, D.C., July 9 was drawn as
the first in order in next year's draft call,
and July 7 received the highest levelnumber 365.
The lottery started about fifteen
minutes late yesterday morning because
of a faulty crank on one of the two drums
used in the drawing.
On the eleventh drawing, the blrthdate July 9 was taken from one drum
and was matched with the number one
priority. The two drums were used to
insure a greater randomness in this
drawing.
Critics of the December lottery
claimed the drawing was unscientific
and did not give a true random selection.
The number affected by this drawing
is much smaller than the number affected by the December lottery because
yesterday's drawing affects only men
who reach the age of 19 this year.
Draft officials have said that men who
hold numbers in the lower figures can
almost plan on being called into military
service sometime during 1971.
These same officials have also said
that men holding higher numbers will at
least have a chance to make tenatlve
plans that do not include military service, but even this is not guaranteed.
An estimated 149,000 men aged 19 are
currently classified as 1A (eligible for
induction) or 1AO(eligible for induction
for n one ombstant service beaauee of
conscientious objections).
Another 450,000 men currently holding
2S student deferments will reach the 19-

year-old eligibility this year. However,
as long as these men maintain their
deferments, they wont be called into
military service.
The call number they received in
yesterday's lottery does, however,
determine their place in the call-up when
they do become eligible for military
service.
Officials say it is impossible to tell
exactly when each number in the induction order will be called, because of
the great differences in the nation's draft
boards.
The number of men available to individual draft boards varies considerably and it is impossible to tell how
far down the call-up list the boards will
have to go to meet their quotas.
Congress still has not acted on
President Richard M. Nixon's proposal
to establish a uniform national induction
system under which the Selective Service
could announce the extent of the Induction across the country.
The following Is the ordered list for
draft call-ups for 1971, as resolved in
yesterday's lottery.
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N.wiphwo by Gardy Galr

HIGHWAY omCULS estimate 31 fatalities awl 1,»M
btjorte* as a result of traffic accidents this Fourth of July
weekend. The added number of persons traveling to
family reunions and celebrations featuring Old Glory

contribute to increased traffic aad asiMsrt dangers.
Drinking and excessive speed account for the majority of
traffic accidents.
Is this the last time you'll see Old Glory?

(Turn to page 3)

Thurstin project nears construction stage
ByDaneeneFry
Editor
The relocation of Thurstin Street, a
University project that has been
discussed for several years, is about to
move off the planning board and into
reality.
Bids for the street work have been
received, and bids for the site work were
opened last week.
"This Is a difficult project to bid,"
said John Lepp, assistant to the
president. He attributed the difficulty

partially to the necessity of contracting
four types of work for the project's
completion.
This includes opening bids for street
work, landscaping, site work and electrical work.
Another problem, said Lepp, was
getting the state to allocate funds for the
project.
"It takes approval of a number of
agents such as the Board of Regents and
the Legislative Board of Control," said
Lepp. He added that the state had
released an allocation of $1.2 million for

completion of several University rennovatlon projects.
Approximately $340,000 of this
allocation will be used in straightening
Thurstin Street.
The project plans call for the removal
of four houses located on Thurstin Street
between parking lot E-2 and Pike Street.
The buildings are owned by the
University, and other facilities have been
located to compensate for the loss.
The two segments of Thurstin Street
which currently form a hazardous twist
in front of the Administration Building

will be merged via a general curve which
will run through lot E-2 and the area
currently occupied by the four houses.
The architect's plans also call for
extensive landscaping of the area.
Shrubbery and trees will line the east
and west sides of the segment of Thurstin
Street which passes through campus.
Lepp said the land south of the
parking lot, on the corner of Thurstin and
Court Streets is owned by the city, but
will be part of the University's landscaping project.
"The dty has been very cooperative

in this project," said Lepp.
A brick plata will be installed at the
entrance of the Administration Building
on Thurstin Street.
Lepp said the landscaping was
designed to be consistent with the
University's goal of an aesthetic campus
as proposed in the Master Plan.
According to the plan, submitted in
May, 1966, by the Caudill Rowlett Scott
Arm, "Court Street presents a serious
aesthetic problem as a principal approach to the University. The maze of
unsightly overhead utilities and over-

crowded parking areas negate what
might otherwise be a rather pleasant
approach."
"We hope to have the road cleared by
September," he said. "I expect it'll be a
mess to look at, but you'll be able to drive
through, and that's Important."
The University Parking Committee
reported between 60 and 90 parking
spaces will be lost as a result of the
Thurstin Street project. As yet, no
definite plans have been made to compensate for the loss of space.

Ha.—*'" »r Lany Pallartaa
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the Falcon nest express

the lottery

By James Gilder
Student Column

Here we go again. Yesterday's lottery has set up a new
list of priorities In the draft for 1971.
All men who reach the age of 19 this year were affected
by the lottery yesterday. Those who received lower
numbers are assured of being drafted, while those holding
higher numbers "at least have a chance to make tenatlve
plans" that do not Include military service.
According to draft officials, this lottery featured better
means for Insuring a "fair" selection in call-up priorities.
But all their talk and explanation is a means to avoid
the real Issue-there should be no draft lottery because
there should be no draft.
There are approximately 150,000 men eligible for the
1971 draft right now. And an additional 450,000 men who
will become eligible for military service when their
student deferments end.
They all have a beautiful future ahead of them-risking
their lives In military service against their wills.
And this is the "fair" selection of priorities?

All aboard, all aboard. Falcon Neat
Expreai leaving in five mlnutea.
Ladles and gentlemen, I'd Ilk* to
welcome you to the Falcon Nest Express.
Thii light-aeeing trip should bring you a
close look at the real hot spot at Bowling
Green State University, the Falcon's
Nest.
We will be leaving In a minute or two,
but I must ask you not to smoke or to
touch any of the exhibits while on our
excursion. Yet, you may take pictures If
you wish.
On our left you will notice what was
formerly the union bookstore. It will soon
be converted Into a bar for the students
and faculty, or that is the story we beard
nine months ago.
Three-two beer will be served to the
students can catch a couple of fine
draughts between classes or perhaps
instead of them.
As we continue on our way, you will
notice the Information desk. Hart one
may purchase newspapers, cigarettes
and candy. One may also cash a check

pedestrian campus
According to the University Parking Committee, 80 to
90 parking spaces will be lost as a result of the project to
straighten Thurstln Street.
In the past, the University has constructed new parking
facilities to replace lots lost In expansion. These new
parking lots have been placed on the edges of campus
because the University Is, according to administrative
officials, a "pedestrian campus."
However, the University seems to be only partially
pedestrian. New parking facilities, located varying
distances from the main academic buildings, are assigned
to commuter students.
The facilities that remain close to the academic
buildings are re-assigned to faculty and staff.
We wonder why we have a "pedestrian campus" for
students and a "vehicular campus" for faculty and staff.

Now we are entering the main portion
of the Falcon's Nest. If you will look
directly to either your left or your right,
you will notice the group known as Apprentice Hippies. These are young hippies working their way through college,
(well, not actually working, more Ilka
waiting than working) In hopes of some
day becoming real hippies like those out
west.
The hippies occupy sections A, B, and
C. They contemplate, discuss and solve
the complex problems which plague
today's world: the war in Vietnam, the
racial issues, the legalizing of
maraluana, and the ten-cent coffee in the
union.
As you can plainly see, the hippies are
characterised by their strange clothes
and long hair. Yes, ma'm? You're right,
some of them do look Ilka circus clowns,
but don't let them hear you say that. No
sir, they won't get angry. It will Just go to
their heads.
Many of this group have very good
Ideas. In fact, If they could drop their

masquerade and present then*
logically, they would probably be accepted.
Bat as It stands, too many are
fascinated by the chance to be different
from the majority. Many of these people
have no real convictions, only those of
whomever they happen to be sitting nest
to at the time.
Next we have the group known as the
Greeks. This is by far the moat powerful
group in the Nest. They show their force
by occupying sections M.
The Greeks come In their own
separata groupa and very rarely
associate with members of another sect.
They occupy the seats early in the
morning and can only leave If another
brother is available to All the vacancy.
By the way, these rules may be lifted
during finals week.
Besides brothers, they may also talk
to passing girls, sorority girls are much
more advisable, but If a girl Is a goodlooking Independent, her fault may be
overlooked and a conversation proceed.
Yes, ma'm? What was that question
again? Oh, they also solve sproblems but
of a different nature than the hippies.
The Greeks are more Interested in

I—our man Hoppe

our model vice president
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

From: Mechanlco, Inc.
To: The White House
Classification: Eyes only

congratulations
President Nixon announced Tuesday that all American
troops had been withdrawn from Cambodia, and he further
acknowledged there Is "no military solution" of the
Southeast Asian conflict.
We congratulate Mr. ^Nlxon for his astounding
realization.
To quote the President further, "Sooner or later, peace
must come."
Somehow, "sooner" seems the better of the two. We are
Involved In a war that is extremely unpopular, and which
is, some persons feel, unwarranted.
We urge peace negotiations to be sought rapidly.
After all, the first hurdle to these negotiations has
already been surpassed-this nation's leader has finally
awakened to the fact that U.S. force Is not a solution to the
Southeast Asian conflict.
—
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We have at hand your latest complaint
regarding our Vice Presidential Modal S.
T. A. In our Judgement, another extensive overhaul and re-programming is
not warranted at this time.
As you will recall, the modal was
designed to meet your specifications in
1968 for an Ideal running mate. At the
time of delivery, yc _ expressed yourself
as highly pleased with our exterior
design-silver hair, square Jaws and
Impeccable finish.
"It looks every inch a Vice
President," Is the way you were kind
enough to put It.
True, when placed in operation, the
model developed certain malfunctions
Its tendency to blurt out such phrases as
"Polsck" and "fat Jap" was as unfortunate a surprise to us as to you.
This can be attributed, we feel, to the
fact that the design was a rush order and
the circuitry was of necessity somewhat
crude. There are always bugs, after all
in new models.
But we demonstrated our good fsith
by recalling that model to the factory In
June of 1MB and installing an entirely
new out-put unit. Our engineers consider
It the ultimate In electronic
sophistication.
Your first complaint that we overcompensated and made the model "too
sophisticated" Is, we feel, without meriteven thought, as you so pungently put It,
"Nobody knows what the hall tomentoee
means."
Such high linguistic skill is the direct
result, of course, of the William Buckley
programming the model underwent. It
was mutually agreed, you will recall,
that when It came to sophisticated lnvectlva, Mr. Buckley should serve as the
model's model.
In addition, let us point out that In
recent months the new model's performances have earned It the admiration
of The Silent Majority, the gratitude of

"OK, SUPPOSE WE GOT THEM TO STOP SHOOTING AND SIT DOWN TOGETHER-NOW. GIVE US
PHASE TWO OF YOUR PLAN
Z*r<£CA

dictionary salesmen and close to $3
million for the Republican Party.
Your second complaint that the model
seems programmed for only two targets
is technically correct. Our research
shows that In terms of audience acceptance, "wild-eyed, tomentose
demonstrators" and a "tiny fraternity of
privtledged newsmen" are the only
targets with a satisfactory pay-off
capability.
If, as you ssy, you are becoming bored
with pressing one of these two buttons
each week, may we suggest you press the
"Mix" button located behind the left
shoulder. The model will then attack
"wild-eyed, tomentose newsmen" and s
"tiny fraternity of privileged demonstrators." The change might be
refreshing.
Your last complaint-that the model

tends to Ore golf and tennis bells at
people's heads-does not, we And, Indicate any structural flaw In the model
Itself. You have simply wound It up too
tight.
In closing, let us say how much we are
looking forward to seeing you again this
summer In San Clements. Our full staff
will be on hand to assist you in-as you so
accurately put It-"re-charging your
batteries."
Meantime, let us keep In mind the
highly efficient leadership we advanced
models are now providing the public In
Industry and politics. It Is gratifying to
know that with our mechanistic, logical,
simplistic solutions to the nation's
problems, nothing can conceivably go
wrong.
Yours Trul. . .Yours Trul . . .Yours
Trill. ..

local affairs so their conversations art I
along these lines; such as whether thtl
next party theme should be a "Vikinal
Party" or a -'Supreaaad Dastre Party"
the problem of whom to take oat fasti
wiiii-and. As you see, the Greeks havt|
their ahare of problems also.
Before moving on to the next stop,!
please notice the traditional Greek!
characteristics: the forever presentf
Greek smile (these smiles are put onI
each morning before entering the Nestl
and removed when they return to tJsstrl
bouses), the expensive clothes whichl
earn them the title of threadmen, and the!
power seats in the Neat, the ones near the!
window or aisle so all can see they arel
real Greeks.
They never attend class and yetl
maintain a 2.7 average (God bless thai
files), and also carry a full load of sixteen I
hours of academic courses and eleven |
hours of Nest.
They do have some very good points of I
brotherhood and lasting friendship to I
offer, but seeing them here in the Nest-I |
seem to forget what they are.
If you will look to our left at sections I
T, U, and V, you'll notice some older |
gentlemen. These are faculty members.
They frequent the Nest to mingle with the I
students, exchange thoughts and help to |
bridge the generation gap.
They also come to see who has beenl
cutting their class so they'll know what |
ten per cent will not make it thij quarter.
Of course it Is understood among thai
faculty that you cannot possibly cut the |
lecture and still understand the material.
Our last group we see here in sections I
W, X, Y, and Z. These are the independents, or more commonly called
the GDI's. They come to observe the
other groupa or perhaps Just to laugh st
them.
Yet each time I take this tour, there I
seems to be an undercurrent of laughter.
The Hippies laughing at the Greeks; the
Greeks laughing at the GDI's; the GDI's
laughing at the Hippies and so on until
the entire Nest is filled with laughter. But
this is s silent. Inner laughter.
Yet it seems very strange. Whenever I 1
take this tour, and I've taken It for many
years now, I feel the groups are laughing
at me and my customers. They have no
reason to do this.
I merely earn my living by reporting
the facts of the -tour to my Interested
passengers. My passengers have the
right to laugh If they wish.
After all, it Is a free country; free to
think, set and laugh at whomever you

news Lerrers
off campus housing problems
May I remind Incoming freahmen and
continuing students that if and when they
decide to move off campus and run Into
any difficulties with their landlords,
there are two organisations to aid them.
They are the Student Housing
Association (SHA), 406A Student Services Building, and the Off-Campus
Mediation Service.
Please remind students that before
signing s lease they should check with
their landlord about what then- duties
and responsibilities are during the term
of the lease.
Make sore a clause is contained that
states which repairs Ota owner Is
responsible for and which ones the
students are responsible for, sod how
much the damage deposit Is sod what it
Many times the landlords will not
Inform s student of his duties and then
they try to refrain from returning the
oepoait.
I, unfortunately, learned the hard
way. The apartment three other students
and I rented last year on E. Wooater St
was m a damp basement that contained
no oven, no garbage disposal, no screens,
faulty heating, defective light sockets.

and a list of other (iiacornforts for $300 a
month.
Homeowners sad renters In the
Bowhng Green area, you will often And,
complain bitterly about the students but
are more than happy to get your money,
and it is almost always for more than the
rent Is worth.
The town's people know they have a
closed market for apartments bare and
most apartments, If located in other
areas away from a campus, would be
worm one fourth of the asking price.
I also caution students moving out of
spss^nento to be cautious about the
condition of the apartment when you
leave.
If there Is damage dons before you
move In, make sure the owner U aware of
It before you move Hi or you will be
chained for it whether you did It or not.
Finally, make sere before you move
out that the landlord Isn't going to take
cleaning charges out of your deposit at
the end of the year.
Our landlady neglected to mention
anything about It until she tried to collect
for cleaning the apartmeet that waa In
better ahape the day we moved out than
the day we moved In.

This was due to the fact that the place
was not liveable when we moved in and
we had to make many repairs ourselves.
May I add that students should be
obligated to be respectable tenants for
the duration of their lease and follow
regulations stated, but be on the lookout
for Bowling Green rentere they may be
out to get you and your money.
Janet Seese
487 Sawyer a
Grove City
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Lottery — new order of priority
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'Definite factor' in ROTC

Lottery spurs changes
By Heidi Hilaman
Staff reporter
The
Army
ROTC
enrollment has undergone
some slight, but significant
changes since the December
draft lottery, according to
Walter Montenegro, enlisted
instructor in the ROTC
program at the University.
Sergeant-major Montenegro described the lottery
■a • "definite factor" in the
number of men enrolled in
ROTC, but stated it was impossible to pinpoint it to any
one area.
Montenegro said that
statistical studies showed no
definite trend for enroUees to
have low draft numbers or for
ROTC drop-outs to have
huhaBT nunbtsrs
"It's just impossible to give
anyone an answer to this
question," he said. One
change seen by members of
the department ia an upswing
In the two-year program.
This voluntary Army
ROTC
program
was
established to provide an
opportunity to those students
who had not received previous
ROTC

In regard to the overall
lottery question, Montenegro
said be thinks the "lottery
Isn't as satisfactory as the
previous system."
"No selective service
system will ever be completely
satisfactory
to

everyone," ha said. "The
word
selective
means
discrimination and that
always leads to dissatisfaction."
The only way to be fair to
everyone, be said, was to
Induct everybody into some

Local board sets
July draft quota
A phone call to the Wood
County Selective Service
Board Tuesday brought to
light some Interesting Information.
A spokesman for the board
said that they planned to call
all men through number 180
by the end of Jury. Tat
number referred to waa
assigned last December in the
nation's first peace time
lottery.
The local board baa no idea
how deep it will hare to dip
into the pool to meet its quotas
for the remainder of the year,
the spokesman said.
PJBBJSJSJJSI Indicate the

board ia calling an average of
27 dates monthly. If this trend
continues, the board will
probably reach number 323 by
the end of the year.
The spokesman said that
the local board had encountered no major problems
since the lottery system went
into effect
Congress
has
been
studying the feasibility of
dropping the monthly local
quota In favor of a national
monthly quota but the
spokesman said the local
board bad received no Information regarding a change'
In the proceedure.

form of service, thus
establishing a universal
service.
The problem of student
protests against the ROTC
program has been perplexing
to the military instructors.
Montenegro said, "We all
have our own opinions, but we
don't like to see some of the
things that go on."
He explained the dual
responsibility with which the
Military Science Department
is encompassed. Montenegro
said it baa its higher
headquarter! to answer to in
addition to the University.
"We conform and are
responsible to the University,
so there's really no conflict of
Interest," he said.
But the question remains,
la It all worth It to the ROTC
cadet? Are all the marches,
drills, camps and student
s buses worth waivered fees
and 850 a month?
Montenegro thinks they
definitely are.
"No other course on
SSSBSJSw offers this kind of
leadership training and
practical experience in a
realistic environment," be

A>Mcl«W Pr... Wl»f hm

Few dissenters were evident in '41
By Chris Kaufman
It's been nearly thirty years since a peacetime draft
lottery baa been held in this country.
At that time, President Franklin Roosevelt, leaders of the
nation, and the majority of Its dozens felt it was time that the
country's manpower should be Increased in proportion to
rising mechanical mobilization.
The army was authorized in May, 1940 to expand to 375,000
trained men. Volunteers simply could not fill the demand,
thus the Selective Service Act of 1940 was passed and signed
by the President on Sept. 16.
Roosevelt proclaimed October 16 as Registration Day,
1840. From 7 am. until 8 pjn., well over the expected figure
of 16,500,000 turned out to register. All men ages 21 to 35 were
required to register.
As each man registered, be was given a serial number
according to the order in which he registered. It was the
aerial numbers which were later drawn, making It so that
there waa no more than one man from each board on any
specific draft order.
Nearly 17,000,000 registrations were returned to the newly
created draft boards. There were very few In the country who
failed to mgirtar because they opposed the draft, and
nowhere In the U^.was it reported that any man had tried to
prevent another from registering.
On October 18,1840, the lottery waa held in Washington,

D.C. Nine thousand blue capsules were placed in the same
glass Jar that waa used in the first U.S. lottery In 1817.
Tradition also prevailed by having the same man, Lieut.
Col. Charles R. Morris, blindfold the man that drew the
numbers.
Secretary of War Henry Stimson was chosen to draw the
first number, which was announced to the country by
President Roosevelt. Then other dignitaries took over and
drew the next eighteen.
The 8000-odd numbers which remained were drawn and
recorded by General Lewis B. Herahey and a crew of Boy
Scouts and secretaries.
The first number drawn that year was 158. This was the
registration aerial number of approximately 6,175 men
throughout the country. These men were then classified aa
Draft Order Number One.
Other aerial numbers which were high on the list were 182,
8328, and 6620. These were Draft Orders Two, Threee, and
Four, respectively. Many factors, including location of
residence, occupation, and marital status Influenced Just
who would be Included In the 800,000 to be called by June 15,
1841.
Legislation leading to this lottery waa the Burke Wadsworth BUI and the Selective Service Act of 1840. The system
itself was based on research of army-navy staff studies and
on the schlevements of Glen Crawdors, who directed the
draft prior to W.WJ.
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To improve governance

Council continues work
By Elaine Fortney
Community Council, a
form of University government presented last summer
by the Commission on the
Mission of the University, is
an ad-hoc group, consisting of
faculty, students and administration.
It was formed last spring to
last for the duration of that
quarter.

The Idea formulated by the
Commission on the Mission of
the University was an effort to
achieve creative governance
Of the University.
The Commission suggested
that each of the governing
bodies of the University
(Student Council,
PAC,
Faculty Senate) be provided
with autonomy for the
direction and control of Its
own interests.

PARKING*LOT r"
FACULTY
E.
STAFF
ONLY
ENFORCEMENT
7,00 A.M.
JO

To the extent that certain
Interests overlap those of
other segments, there Is the
need for representatives to
meet together to deliberate
and, in doing so, to determine
the policies applicable to all.
The commission felt that
all facets of the University
should have a voice In the
decision making policy of the
University.
The report, submitted to
the University community at
the end of the commission's
study states:
"The creation of a Community Council structured so
■a to be representative of the
faculty, student and staff
segments of the University is
recommended."
"It Is suggested that this
proposal replace the existing
President's Advisory Council
(PAC)."
"By
broadening
the
representative base of PAC
and providing a forum for the
discussion of matters of
general policy, the Community Council would afford
the closest approach to the
meaningful participation of
the entire university community In decision making."
The ad-hoc body formed In
the spring consists of administration, faculty and
students. Committee members were suggested by Roger
Coate,
Student
Body
President, Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president of
academic affairs, the Faculty
Senate Executive Committee
and President William T.
Jerome, III
According to Dr. Kenneth
McFall, University vice
president, a summer group

A subcommittee of the Ohio Select Legislative Committee on
campus disorders Is scheduled to bold a public hearing on the
University campus in the Alumni Room of the Union, on
Thursday, July 9, from 10:00a jn. to 5:00 p.m.
TUs hearing, one of a series being held at various state
universities, will be chaired by Senator Theodore M. Gray,
president pro tern of the Ohio Senate.
The subcommittee will consist of Senators Gray and M.
Mortis Jackson, and Representatives Vernal Riffe, Norman
Murdock, and Mark Schlnnerer.
The hearing will be open to the public; persons desiring to
testify are requested to contact the office of the Vice President
for Administration at 372-2711.
The Select Committee was created by the Ohio General
Assembly to investigate and to conduct hearings upon current
university unrest and its effect upon Ohio higher education, with
a view to developing legislative guidelines Insuring university
students continued opportunities to benefit from institutions.

was formed from the membership of the spring Community Council.
The Summer Council is
composed of five students,
five faculty and i members of
the administration.
Also serving on the council
are the Mayor of Bowling
Green, a representative of the
Board of Trustees, and the
President and Vice Presidents
of the University as ex-offlcio
members.
The Implementation of this
group or a similar one Into the
structure of the University la
presently being studied by the
Task Force studying the
possibility of a University
Charter.

RESIOCIQ

' Classes
1
cancelled

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

All plane have
been cancelled for
i tomorrow in observance of Ini dependence Day. All
' University
offices
: will also be closed.
'■ The
University
Post Office and the
[Union will also be
closed tomorrow,
[ Saturday and Sunday.
;
The University

Fine Chinese Food

\

By Chef Tom

NOON LUNCHES — DAILY SPECIALS
Nawspholo ky Gor., Golr

OPEN DAILY - 11 A.M. • 2 P.M.
THIS COED seems a bit disgusted with the no
swimming sign. Dr. James Bond, vice president of
student affairs says the pond near the stadium has
been declared off limits for swimming. Get the
message?

Fri. ft Sat. Til 10:30 P.M.

Cocktails Til 1 A.M.

!

payroll checks are
I available today from
11 am to 5 p.m.
They will also be
i available
Monday.

MMMM
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Reg. $1.71
Reg. $1.50

BELLS

NOW

CLAZEL
2 SMASH Weeks

Thru Toe. July 14

N

tilslnd

Dorseys
Drugs

EVENINGS - 4 P.M. - 9 P.M.

PARTIES - GROUPS - BANQUETS
199 N. Main
Phone 352-992* or 354-8731

Nawtphoto by Lorry Fullartan

WELL FANS, here Is another one of those campus
oddities for you. We've heard of hypocrite but this
seems to be carrying things a little too far.

Disorder hearings
slated for July 9

r 93<
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1.19 r

Eve. at 7:19, 9:30-Sat. A Sun. Mat at 2:29, 4:49
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By Tho Tracks
Across From Campus
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Bayers Children! Aspirins
1-12 Insect Spray
Ayds Reducing Plan
Kodak Cx 128-12 Color Film

Another NEW Shipment
of BLUE & WHITE
Jeans

F.I.P.

NOW 29<

NOW 88<

RDCERS
IDRUGS

THE DEN

Family Independent Pharmacy
Pipes, Tobaccos, Prescriptions, Cosmetic and
All Drug Needs. Free Film with Developing of S
or more Prints with Color and Black ft White 820,
127, and 128.
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It certainly does. A purchase as
important as a diamond should not be made on the
basis of price or "cut-rate" inducement,
but on the firm foundation of quality and value
received. At this store we proudly display the
emblem of Registered Jetceler, American Gem Society
—your assurance that we know and ^^^
guarantee the quality and value of
I «J^^\
every diamond we offer for sale. ( .Af^3 )
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FIRED PISTOL!!
We
BLASTING- OFF
Friday, July 3 - at 10 pm
FAMILY FARE for ALL

FrMay - S.iu...,
4 00 P.M - 3 00 AM

5.
. "N
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DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD TOM SKERRITT,

HOURS

1UN. Main

PIZZA IS
FAELIAlS
?:':!^

.<„»*

An Inp) Pifrmijff P'oduclnT

OttlQINAl SOUNDTRACK KlCOHOlNO ON COLUMBIA BCCOI

Charge accounts
available

352-52*5

MASH

CotOf by DC LUKE* PANAVlSrON*

BROS.
lttJE.Wooster

Reg. $.31 now 1.25
Reg. $1.11 now $.r
Reg. $3.50 new $2.2$
Reg. $1.29 now $.18
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■

CERTIFIED GEM0L0GI ST
I

REGISTERED JEWELER

Bex Office Opens 8 p.m.-PlayjTonnd ft Concession
Regular "191 DaJmatkas" at 9:39
Schedule: "Horse In Gray Flannel Salt"- at 11: S*
Friday, Jaly 3rd Only
r uu. WORDS - at 19 pjn.
"191 Dalmatians at 19:19 "Horse" at 12:39

The HOWLarious canine caper that gSv
sent London to the dogs!
.

,WALT
DISNEY'S lYn
All CAKTOOH IIAIUKI

Dy*vij^vnriii
TtCHHICOlOH'

$ .is

Dills Jewelers
I

129 S. Main St.

Bowling Green
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"Horse hi the Gray
9ast"-TECHNlCOLOR
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Enrollment off
by 7? students

Huron, campus theatres

Casts ready summer plays
The University summer "Dont Drink the Water," a
theatre season is underway, comedy written by Woody
not only on campus, but also at Allen.
Huron, Ohio, the home of the
The play concerns an
University's Huron American family's misadPlayhouse.
ventures as tourists abroad.
"Luv", a modern comedy The plot is complicated when
by Murray Shisgal, is the first Walter Hollander, a caterer
campus production, and runs from Newark, unwittingly
from July 16 to 18 In the Joe E. takes pictures of secret inBrown Theatre. "Scapin" is stallations in an Iron Curtain
scheduled for the second semi- country.
quarter.
Robert Arnold, senior
Cast members of "Luv" (Ed.), portrays Walter
Include Peg Cleary (junior Hollander, and Julie Spltser,
Ed.), Mike Miner, and Dave Junior (LA) plays his wife.
Stubbs (junior, Ed.).
The play will open July 7
The Huron Playhouse, and run through July 11.
operated by the University
The Huron Playhouse is
speech department, will open Ohio's oldest continuing
Its twenty -second season with summer theatre. Twenty-nine

players and technicians,
representing 12 colleges and
universities, will be working
with the seven productions to
be presented in the McCormick School auditorium.
The theatre offers students
an educational program by
combining professional level
production activities with
classroom work. All members
of the company gain experience as performers,
technicians, and house personnel.
The theatre has been
operating under the speech
department since 1949. Since
then, over 700 performances
have been given.
Other season productions

Total summer quarter
enrollment at Bowling Green
State University is nearly
5,000, according to Glenn I.
Van Wormer, University
registrar.
The enrollment, which
Includes 400 freshmen, is down
71 students from last summer's 5.015. However, the
enrollment figures for Juniors
and seniors are greater than
last year, and the decrease in
students is in graduate
students and freshmen.
Most summer quarter
students are commuters, with
only 805 living on campus.
Harshman Quadrangle houses
790, with the following figure
breakdown: Anderson Hall,
ISO men; Bromfield Hall. 13S
men; Chapman Hall, 255
women; Dun bar Hall, 250
women.
Fifteen students are living
at Johnston Hall in the International Center. Eleven of
these residents are foreign
and four are American.
It is the policy of the International Center, said Dr.
Edward L. Shuck, Jr., to
house several American
students with the foreign

include, "A DeUcate Balance," July 14 to 18; "Guys and
Dolls," July 21 to 25; "The
Star-Spangled Girl,", July 28
to August 1; "Cactus Flower,"
August 4 to 8; and "Dark of
the Moon" August 11 to IS.
Dr. Allen Kepke. associate
professor of the speech
department, is managing
director of the Huron
Playhouse. The season will
continue through August IS.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. with
shows Tuesday through
Saturday. Reservations may
be made by calling 433-4744, or
contacting
the
Huron
Playhouse, Ohio Street,
Huron, Ohio, 44839.

U.S. leaves Cambodia
All U.S. military personnel
have been pulled out of
Cambodia on schedule according to government
military sources.
The troops were sent into
Cambodia on April 30 by order
of the President to destroy
bases occupied by the communists for the past five
years.
President Nixon called the
Cambodian invasion "the
most successful operation of
this long and difficult war."
After Mr. Nixon claimed
the operation a military
success he said, "we anticipated broad disagreement
and dissent on the home
front."
Following
the
announcement to send troops
into Cambodia, a broad wave
of distrubances
flared
throughout the nation. Hardest hit were the college
campuses where six students
were killed and scores injured.

The disorders closed
campuses throughout the
country, some for a few days,
others for the remainder of the
spring term.
The President set down the
future U.S. Policy on Cambodia in a statement released
Tuesday after the Cambodian
operation had ended.
He said, "there will be no
U.S. ground personnel in
Cambodia except for the
regular staff of our embassy
in Pnom Penh." He added,
"there will be no American
advisors with Cambodian
units."
Mr. Nixon also said that the
U.S. will conduct "with the
approval of the Cambodian
government" air missions
against enemy supply lines.
During the two-month
operation U.S. forces captured
more than ten million rounds
of ammunition and over 15,000
rifles and machine guns.
Also siezed were more than
3,000 heavy mortars, rocket

launchers and recoiless rifles.
More than 100,000 rounds of
ammunition were also captured by U.S. forces, Nixon
said.
U.S. officials estimate that
more than 11 million tons of
rice was captured. Pentagon
sources claim that this is
enough rice to feed the enemy
in Vietnam for three months,
Mr. Nixon also renewed his
pledge to withdraw 150,000
more U.S. troops from Vietnam by the end of next April.
When the announced troop

James Saddoris

Interaction group
will meet today
An Interaction group will
meet today to discover how
"I" relate to others and how
others relate to "me", at 2
pjn. In 320 Student Services
Bldg.
Dr. David Hathaway, the
group's director said its goal
is to develop self-awareness
that will facilitate more effective relationships with
other people.
He said it could be called a

"non-credit experimental
learning experiment" for the
benefit of those involved, not
for research.
Dr. Hathaway said anyone
interested in participating
should see him at the Student
Services Bldg. or call 372-2081.
The sessions will last approximately two to three
hours, and run for the
remainder of the semiquarter.

FINEST STEAK
IN TOWN

N.waph.1. by Tom StM»h.nt

THESE FANCY "Keep Off The Gran" signs mean
Just what they say. The signs were Installed during
the spring quarter as part of a campaign to rid the
campus of unsightly paths.

Gordley sets O/G deadline
Undergraduate
students
have until August l to file an
application for the Ohio Instructional Grants Program,
according to Richard Gordley,
director of student financial
aid at the University.
The
program
was

University names Saddoris
to direct Campus Security
The
University
administration has appointed
James E. Saddoris to fill the
newly created position of
director of Safety and
Security.
Saddoris, who is a five-year
veteran of the Ohio State
Highway Patrol, will assume
Us duties this week. He will be
responsible for organizing and
directing the 17-officer
Campus Security Department.
Sgt. Donald J. Young will
become chief of security.
Young has been acting chief
since Spencer T. Calcamuggio

withdrawal is completed, a
total of 260,000 U.S. troops will
have left Vietnam since Mr.
Nixon took office.
The President's decision to
use U.S. troops in Cambodia
brought a varied reaction
from the Senate. A bill
sponsored by Frank Church
(D-Idaho) and John Sherman
Cooper (R-Ky) was introduced to, "prohibit use of
any
appropriations
to
maintain U.S. troops in
Cambodia after June 30 or to
assist Cambodia's armed
forces."

resigned that position last
March 20.
Young has been a member
of the University security staff
since 1961.
Calcamuggio resigned to
accept a position in the public
safety field with the Agency
advisor to police forces in the
Far East.
Saddoris has also been an
insurance investigator and an
industrial security guard. He
served with the Ohio Highway
Patrol from 1959-1964.
He has completed a
training program through the
U.S. State Department
Foreign Service Institute, the
Bowling Green Police Science
Institute, and an Ohio
Regional Crime Control
Clinic.
Saddoris was not available
for comment.

Apartment
to sublease

established in 1969 to provide
grants for financially needy
students attending two or fouryear public or private schools.
The grants are not
awarded on the basis of
scholarship but on the basis of
financial need, Gordley said.
To be eligible for a grant
under this program a student
must be a resident of Ohio,
enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student' at the
University and maintain a
grade point average or other
standards of achievement
considered by the University
as satisfactory progress
toward an associate or
bachelor's degree.
Grants awarded here will
vary from $50 to a maximum
of $300. This is because the
University's Instructional and
General Fees are less than
$1,000 per year Gordley said.
Students may apply for the
grant in the Office of Student

Financial Aid, 305 Student
Service Building.
The financial aid office will
determine the grant for which
a student may qualify, based
upon a table using the adJusted effective income and
the number of dependent
children in the family.
'UIj
Adjusted
effective income
family income, less Income
extraordinary medical
skd oother expenses and an
allowance for a working
mother.
Grants will be made
through the office of Student
Financial Aid and will be
applied to the recipient's
Instructional and General
Fees at the University. The
grant will be awarded for an
entire school year of three
quarters.
Dr. Harold L. Yochum,
president of the Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities of Ohio said a

DOWNTOWN
163 S.MAIN
Bowling Green, Ohio
Kitchen Open
Til 12:30 AM.
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Have an interest in
writing or photography?
Why not put it to use on
the BG News?
Staff positions for tne
summer quarter are
being filled now.
Contact Daneene
Fry, editor, in the BG
News
Office.
106
University Hall, between noon and 5 p.m.
The positions are
open to all University
students.

The University's television station WBGU, (Channel 70) has
received a $22,500 grant from the Corporation for Public
Braodcastlntf.
The grant will enable WBGU to hire a director of development and public Information.
This position has been created for the purpose of helping the
station develop financial resources outside the University and
inform the public of the station's operation, according to
Gregory K. Schubert, station manager.
The grant will also be used to renew the salary of the director
of continuing education whose salary was paid last year by a
similar CPB grant.
Persons interested in the new position of director of
development and public information should contact Mr.
Schubert at WBGU-TV.
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cryptogram: Mud usurious moneylender urged unusually high Interest rule.
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Mil .!■' ( OII'OV
- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks aad
Chops
Fall Coarse Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Toes, thru Sat.
7:».
Sudays 7:M - 7:N

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

'COLLEGE STUDENT
SPECIAI

47< OFF

MONDAYS
ONLY!

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentish* Tried {/kiikou
BWJ.

$i.tt

0NL¥

BOX DINNER

Cospaa Expire* July 21, 1970

98c

"■•« Os* Dhner Par Csaasa

JIMMY JOHN'S
•M

N. Mass

Ph. Missal

$80 FOR
SUMMER

Contact Dave
3520818

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

1/2 OFF

Cocktails Served

KAUFMAN'S

recent report from the Ohio
Board of Regents indicated
only $1.5 million in grant
money is still available from
the $8.5 million allocated for
the 1970-71 program.

students in order to assist
them in adjusting to American
culture.
The age range of campus
residents for the summer
quarter is from 17 to S3 years.
Foreign students housed on
campus
this
summer
represent countries as near as
Ontario, Canada, and as
distant as Brazil, Ceylon and
Burma.

ON ALL SHOES
AT
The Colony House
518 Wooster

OUT OF TOUCH?
READ THE BG
AND GET BACK

NEWS
IN THE KNOW
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TO
DO
TODaY
A New University class on
changes In the grading system
will begin at 7 p jn. in the main
lounge, Harshman D. New
members will be welcome.
July 74 8
A textbook display by the
Bookmen's Club will be
featured in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. The display
will be open Tuesday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. and Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to noon.
July I
"A Star is Born," starring
Judy Garland and James
Mason, will be shown at 7:30

p.m. in 106 Hanna Hall. This U
the second film in the series
contrasting the original,
starring Janet Gaynor and
Frederic March, with the
Garland-Mason remake.
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Prices Slashed in Every Department in the Store.
If you've never been a tightwad before, here's your chance to be one. The University Shop has dropped
the prices of hundreds of clothing and accessory items ... in every department.
Every "tightwad" item is our top brand merchandise: coats, suits, dresses, sport coats and jackets,
sweaters, skirts and slacks, shirts and blouses, ties, hose, shoes, jewelry, belts and other accessories.
Tightwad Days is no license to steal, but it's almost as good.
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As of July 1, 43403
is Bowling
Green
State University's new
xipcode.
Postal
officials
announced yesterday
that the change was
approved
in
Washington.
The old zip code,
43402, will now apply
only to the city of
Bowling Green.

THIS £,?N MAH HA4 «FW FlttClKtr

at 20 cent* each.

2 Girl's 11111111'.

Uy William B. CunninKhim
ACROSS

by Brant park.r and Johnny hart

STUDENT ACTrV ITIES
The Office of Student
Activities is arranging a trip
to the Detroit production of
"Hair" this quarter.
GRADUATION
The excursion will be
Candidates for the August either July 22,28, or in August
graduation are reminded to depending upon the extent of
place their order for cap and interest for the event. Tickets
gown rental at the University will cost $4.75, $6.65 or $8.85
Bookstore, Student Services depending upon location.
Building. No cash Is needed at
Students will also be
the time the measurements charged a portion of the
are taken.
transportation cost.
Graduation announcements
Any off campus student
will be available ap- interested in the trip should
proximately two weeks prior contact the office (372-2951
to graduation. They are priced ext. 22) before Monday.
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Hall. Reward. Thank You.

RENTALS • SALES

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale: 1966 MGB roadster,
green, excellent condition, Experienced student will
paint houses, barns, etc. Will
352-0439.
outbid any professional.
12 string guitar, fold-out Louis-354-5334 before noon.
coach, end table & lamp, and
desk, best offer, call 352-7160. Will do Ironing, babysitting,
typing, housework, slave
327 S. Main.
labor. Call 352-4564.
For Sale: antique wire
recorder in mint condition. Will clean apartments and do
Complete with spool of wire & ironing. Call Sylvia or Karen,
352-0855.
microphone. 352-9282.
For sale-Guild 12-string
guitar. Natural finish, 18
months old. $400 retail. Asking
$275. Excellent cond. 352-7045.
Five string folk banjo used
only on Sundays by little old
lady. Only $45 (or best offer)
Call 353-3322 anytime.
For sale: '69 Honda 350, exc
cond. Call 352-5460. $575.
Wanted: Cheap second-hand
bicycle. Contact Jim, 352-4601.
Needed: m. roommate for fall
to fill 2 man apt. Inquire at 318
Palmer, Apt. 12.
Guest cottage available
Perrysburg for bachelor grad
student or instructor rent free
in return for doing odd jobs.
Call D. Welles, 531-1687.
Need 1-2 female roommates
for summer. Cheap! Contact
Apt. 4, Greenview.
One
female
roomate
desperately wanted for July
and-or August. Winthrop
Terrace Apts (call 352-7215).
LOST AND FOUND
Lost-two gold rings with very
sentimental value. If found,
please call 352-0074 or return
to police station in Williams

Sewing done at reasonable
rates. Call Barb, 352-3051.

PERSONALS
M-First of Forever.' fine!
MurasaU.
GSG-There is a time in every
man's life when he must...who
is it this time?
ARAGOR: Apology accepted.
Drop in for a talk. 2-2313.

COEDS!

THESE
:Vi725S
I *•• 7* I7tt

IF you're a college junior
who has one summer month
to spare.
P you enjoy comfortable
dormitory living with free
meals.

73 OFF

IF you'd like an inside look
at the Women's Army Corps
while getting paid $231.
Ask about the College Junior Program.

Women's Army Corps
532 E. Wooster St.

Wom.n'i Army Coipi Couniolor
US Amy Main Station
}16 N. High Si.
Coluinbol. Ohio 4311S
I -ould Ilk* 10 loom .or. about In. WAC Coll.a. Junior

Name
Addiess.
City
State
CollegePhone—

-County-6P-A|e.
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The night they called it a day'
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor
The night the lights went
out for the last time will be one
to remember for some time
for the 28,000 people that
witnessed the last baseball
game ever played in Crosley
Field.
The park that has seen
baseball since 1912 has been
replaced by a newer, more
modern park. In fact, the
upper deck of the new
Riverfront Stadium holds as
many people as the entire
Crosley Field park.
Crosley Field was the site
of many firsts during Its
history. The Reds played the
first night baseball game on

May 24, 1939. Also the field
was the first to provide live
radio broadcasts in 1929 and it
was the first field to be
equipped with the scoreboard
that showed the progress of
other National League teams
in play.
For many of today's fans
the prospect of going to an allnew staidium is what thrills
them-the field covered with
Astroturf and an electric
scoreboard
that
will
reproduce anything from
records to cartoons has been
installed.
But for many fans,
baseball meant going to the
park to see the game played
on real grass and a scoreboard
that just gave the score. A big

difference in the new stadium
will be that there are not going
to be billboards on the outfield
walls.
The billboards on the
outfield fence have long been a
major part of baseball, but In
the day of modern parks the
fences are Just there.
The new park will also be
missing other features of
Crosley Field, including the
terrace that replaced the
warning track in the outfield.
The new
Riverfront
stadium will be bigger and
better and will allow 51,000
people to see the game at the
same time-but there will
never be a stadium like
Crosley Field.
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Review

'Jewels of Thought'
By Bruce Meyer

N.waphoto by L«k Pigarot

RUMBER2
The Drug Called 'Love'
By Gary Farthing
I will say to you that I
"love" you and really believe
it is true. They say Hint "love"
is beautiful but how can it be
so when it can lead to pain,
anguish, and oft times, death.
They say to "love" thy
brother and yet there are wars
and riots with brothers
fighting brothers. Is there
really a person that "loves"
other than himself Are there
many that even "love"
themselves?
What ideas lie behind a
relationship of two people?
Although they say both
shall give as well as receive, I
feel that they give in order to
receive, for If one receives
nothing after giving, one's
"love" may turn to many
things: pain, hate, sorrow,
revenge, disrespect of one's
self or disrespect for the
person not giving.
Of all of these there is not
one which Is good, so how can

it be said that "love" is good
when it may have so many
harmful effects.
Its effects from the
beginning to end can be
characterized by the effects of
a drug.
You reach a point of
pleasure and all seems
beautiful until, when coming
down, reality turns its ugly
face toward you and you find
that all is not good, all is not
beautiful, the world is a
bummer, life ia a bummer,
"love" is a bummer.
Some say that they have
"love" that does not stop. If
this is true, than is it not also
true that some people, after
taking a drug, are said to go
insane and never come back to
reality; and if love is
everlasting, than is it not also
true that reality Is no longer
seen, for reality Itself is cruel
and harsh, where "love" is
beautiful and soft and
pleasant.
Is it not true then that this

'A Star is Born'
By Daneene Fry
The flashing lights create the same scene you've seen more
times than you care to count. Then suddenly, the scene shifts to
the backstage bedlam seldom seen by large audiences in real
theatres.
The star of the show Is on another one of his drunken binges,
but, as is the case of most musicals, the "show must goon."
And on It goes....Ester Blodgtt ("You must have been born
with that name," Norman Maine tells her later) comes on
strong and "saves the day".. .and Norman Maine who staggers
drunkenly on stage halfway through Ester's song.
And so the career of Vlcki Lester (who could succeed with a
name such as she acquired at birth?) is started. Of course, it
takes s little longer than that first scene to get started, but it
does indeed get star..
Sound like another movie from the 40's or 50V It should.. .it
is. And in all honesty, the plot of "A Star is Born" seems a bit
'corny' and unrealistic in the face of films presented currently In
theatres.
If youVe looking for some great social commentary, don't
see the showing of "A Star Is Born" next Wednesday at 7:30 pjn.
in 106 Hanna Hall because you'd be very frustrated.
However, if you want to see an entertaining, high budget
musical, and more important, if you are a fan of the late Judy
Garland, don't miss It.
Miss Garland portrays Vicki Lester, a smalltown girl whose
dream comes true via Norman Maine, the drunken actor she
saved.
And Garland fans will see her at the height of her long and
turbulent career. Miss Garland sings and dances her way
through this film in the same way she did so many others and the
captivating style that won her so many devoted fans comes
through especially well in "A Star Is Born."
At the time the film was originally released, critics had many
good things to say. And In recent years, the critics have conceded that Miss Garland had proved beyond doubt she possessed
tremendous acting ability in addition to her singing and dancing.
Indeed, In "A Star is born," she manages to hold her own In a
cast which Includes James Mason (Norman Maine) and Charles
Bickford.
"Hello everybody. This Is Mrs. Norman Maine," says Vlcki
In the final scene. It takes her a long time to get to that scene,
bat it's well worth waiting through every dance, every
humorous scene, and Miss Garland's stock in trade.. .the torch
songs such as "The Man That Got Away."
There are no especially profound messages in "A Star Is
Bern." Just many, many minutes of good entertainment for fans
ofmaeicals in general, and eapedaHy-«he many fans of the late
Judy Garland.

form of "love" Is the ultimate
"trip" and can It not still lead
to the loss of one's will to live.
One who becomes addicted
to a drug has to keep up the
use so as to keep the feeling of
beauty and pleasure as it
keeps away the cold, harsh
world of reality. So then is It
that when you come down
from "love" and go to find it In
another as the drug addict
would give himself another
fix.
If unable to find "love"
with another, you become

distraught and distressed, and
life seems much worse than
you ever thought possible.
So it Is on drugs that if you
don't "shoot" some more into
yourself, your world turns Into
a hell as yet undreamed of.
What Is life without
"love"? It Is crude,
animalistic, and the ultimate
idea for one that is considered
truly realistic for this person
must not have any "love" or
he shall suffer the loss of
realism and the loss of life
itself.

Jewels
of
Thought.
Pharoah Sanders. Impulse.
Pharoah,
a
former
sideman of John Coltrane, is
developing continually as •
musician. He doesn't call his
music "Jan" anymore; It's
Just music, he says.
On this album, he was an
exemplary band, including
Leon Thomas on vocals,
Richard Davis and Cecil
McBee on bass, and Lonnie
Smith on piano.
Smith's piano really ties
the album together. Leon
Thomas is also one of the more
unique players of his kind. His
yodellng style Is a vocal approximation of Sander's horn
work.
Pharoah says that yodeling
is in the African tradition.
Leon makes good use of his
voice as an instrument in the
two long instrumental sections, "Sun In Aquarius, Pt. I
and II," as well as in, "HumAllah-Hum-Allah-HumAllah," for which he wrote the
words. Sanders and Smith
composed all the music.
In "Hum-AUah-etc.,", the
music displays a variety of
moods, from the vibrant lively
to the frantically energetic
and forceful. There are still all
those strange sounds coming
out, but "Aquarius, Pt. II"
seems less painful and far
more subtle.
If you are unfamiliar with
Pharoah Sanders' work, you
could do well to listen to his
last album, "Karma," which
is in the audio center in the
library. Jewels of Thought Is a
step past that.

when Jay McShann needed a
replacement singer for bis
band, which featured the likes
of Charlie Parker and Gus
Johnson. Since that time, he
has gone the rough road of
most "Jan singers," with
little recognition or reward for
Ms talents.
On "HUNHI" he does
a song which was written
by Bill Cosby, called
"Thoughts of Home." The
other songs are usually
originals, except three songs,
one of which Is a Brownie
McGhee blues. Earl Hooker's
guitar work, along with
Charles Brown's piano, Mel
Brown'a guitar and Jimmy
Bond's bass makes the record
stand up as a really decent
blues set.

Ike Red Stewart Album.
Mercury.
The album
is a good
rock and roll album. Rod
Stewart, formerly of the Jeff
Beck Group and now of the
Small Faces, is an exceptional
(well, very different) lead
singer. When I got the album
over a month ago, I didn't like
It very much. Then one
weekend when I was out of
town, I heard on the radio a
Small Faces song, a Jeff Beck
song and a song from this
album all together. I loved it. I
came back and listened to it
all over again and decided
that it was beautiful.
Rod's band on the
"Album" knows how to make

good rock and roll music. Most
of the time you can't understand what he's saying, but
it doesn't matter that much.
You can feel him.
Most of the songs are over
four minutes (i.e.., noncommercial) and his version
of "Street Fighting Man" runs
over five. SMF is a different
arrangement from the Stones,
and not bad. His delivery puts
a whole different perspective
on the song. My favorite song
on the record is a toss-up
between "Dirty Old Town",
"Handbags and Gladrangs",
and "I Wouldn't Change a
Thing". "The Rod Stewart
Album" is a fairly straightforward good-to-get-mellownext-to record.

Grubbiest things in print...new,
long-leg trunks in eye-popping prints
Join the Grubb group in Ihe mosl colorful things under the sun 1—
new long-leg trunks in speclacular "Art Deco" geometric prints
There are color combinations to blow your mind
great comfort features
like snap closure, zipper fly

OBERTBRUC

HUNH! Jimmy Wltherspoon. Blues Way.
Witherspoon's record Is
a good album of blues,
sung by a man who's been
singing blues for a good long
time. This album Is also
special In that it contains one
of the last recordings of the
late Earl Hooker, one of the
great blues guitarists.
Jimmy Wltherspoon is a
Jazz singer who got started
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Number 9 needs contributions
Number 9 needs help.
If you enjoy creative writing,
photography, reviewing books, movies
and records, you may be able to help.

Contributions for Number 9 are accepted daily.
Send your works to the BG News
Office, 106 University Hall.
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UJ QMENS

DRESSES, PANTSUITS, COATS, SHIRTS.

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St.

